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Family Salon: the Shelter of 

Abstract Art 
In 1979, the avant-garde art which got the opportunity 

to be exhibited in public is a flash in the pan. 

The year of 1979 is considered the most dynamic year for the circle of underground art in Beijing, because April Film 

Association, Unknown Painting Association, Xing Xing Painting Association held their first exhibitions one after 

another, besides, quite a few artists on the margin who didn’t want to lag behind displayed their own works with iron 

wires on the Xidan Democracy Wall. 

In 1979, the avant-garde art which got the opportunity to be exhibited in public is a flash in the pan. Such social and 

political events as “parade” and “Li Shuang event” following Xing Xing Painting Association forced the authorities to 

take alien and prudent attitude toward the avant-garde art, especially around “anti-spiritual pollution” in 1983, the 

authorities was in a state of extreme panic facing the non-mainstream grass-root art. 

At the same time, the year of 1979 is also a clear watershed, since no artistic group avoided variance or complete 

separation after this year, not even the Unknown Painting Association with the most uniform style, whose members 

began to present distinct styles in their works in the late 1970s. For example, Zhang Wei and Ma Kelu started to 

explore plain picture and abstract form. The depute between Zhang Wei and Unknown Painting Association in terms 

of artistic pursuit, which drew controversy during the presentation of Loader on the first public exhibition of the 

Association in 1979, became more and more intensified. After the exhibition, Zhang Wei and Li Shan cut themselves 

off from the Association. In 1980, Zhang Wei began the exploration of abstract paintings with style tending to simple 

and plain form, because he believed that personality cannot be best expressed if an artist cannot get rid of specific 

objects. 

Following the finishing of the second Xing Xing Art Exhibition in 1980, its members began to go their own ways. For 

example, the youngest Zhu Jinshi and Zhao Gang turned to the study of abstract paintings, and they and Zhang Wei 

often got together for the discussion of art. Before long, Ma Kelu, Tang Pinggang and Tang Yufen joined in. Common 

lobbies and ideas enabled them to form a new artistic group committing to the production and discussion of abstract 

paintings. 

In the early 1980s in Beijing, there were not many tall buildings and residential buildings were given a special 

name—“unit buildings”. Except for Zhang Wei who lived on the top floor of a five-storey residence in Xinming Hutong 

in Xinwai Street, as well as Zhu Jinshi and Qin Yufen living in “unit buildings”, most artists in the group lived in 

single-storey houses or courtyard. At the time, as tension rose in Beijing, low single-storey houses were still 

dangerous enough to be spied on. The “anti-spiritual pollution” movement by the government aimed at resisting the 

invasion of the western thoughts, however, Zhang Gang-led artists, who grew up against the background of the 

crazy Cultural Revolution, made acquaintance with a large number of foreign friends. The more depressed, the more 

confused. They often gathered and reveled in apartments of overseas students or Diplomatic Residence Compound 

where it seemed that the time and settings of The Dreamers had been changed. Their behaviors drew the attention 

of police, but Zhang Wei living on the fifth storey was no doubt the safest of all to the extent that one couldn’t watch 

the activities inside even he craned his neck. At last, avant-garde artists retreated to residential buildings—Zhang 

Wei and Li Shan’ home in 1-503 in Building No.1 in Xingming Hutong became the haunt. Zhang Wei’s generosity and 

selfless dedication as well as the understanding and cooperation of the beautiful hostess made their one-living-room 
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apartment the attractive land of happiness of avant-garde artists. Zhu Jinshi often discussed art with Zhang Wei in 

his house till the next morning they went to work separately and Tang Pinggang lived there for a long time. 

In the early 1980s, artists could see few materials of abstract art. They had long been bewildered by the question of 

transferring from the specific to the abstract art and of representing oriental aesthetics and the traditional culture of 

China in abstract paintings. Therefore, in addition to working in their own home or commenting on each other’s works, 

they often gathered in Zhang Wei’s home, discussing the possibilities and prospect of abstract art, commenting on 

the latest experiences and feelings of producing abstract paintings, talking about the relevance between China’s 

traditional and abstract art, and contrasting western abstract paintings and their own ones[①]. Sometimes they had 

hot debate on certain subject, particularly between Zhu Jinshi who emphasized the visual effect of abstract paintings 

and Zhang Gang who stressed philosophical property. Their dispute on the topic should date back to the 1980s. In 

the case, an avant-garde artistic salon of an abstract painting group came into being in Zhang Wei’s home. 

The day of 31st Dec. 1982 is worth remembering, since Zhang Wei organized the first underground abstract painting 

exhibition in his home right on this day. Each of seven artists—Zhang Wei, Zhu Jinshi, Ma Kelu, Tang Pinggang, Qin 

Yufen, Li Shan and Zhao Gang—brought a couple of works, carefully and excitedly hung them on every wall from the 

bed room to the sitting room. All works were characterized with abstract style, except for Li Shan’s landscape and 

figure paintings during the time of Unknown Painting Association. Although they were not affluent at the time, Zhang 

Wei who always valued friendship entertained those friends with similar interests with high-quality wine and cigarette. 

The whole house was filled with the smell of grease paint, volatile oil, cigarette and beer. Then political atmosphere 

did not allow the public exhibition of abstract works, therefore the family salon in Zhang Wei’s home served as the 

shelter of abstract art in specific days. From the day on, Zhang Wei arranged exhibitions a couple of times annually, 

each time with crowed friends. In the afternoon in 1983, discontented with painting on canvas, Zhang Wei splashed 

basins of diluted volatile oil to the walls, making the biggest abstract painting of China at the time, which shocked Li 

Shan, but received praise from friends[②]. The action added much pleasure to family salon. Hundreds of Friends 

and guests[③] had visited underground exhibitions by the early 1984 when Zhang Wei moved out of Ximing Hutong, 

including Wang Luyan, Gu Dexin, Feng Guodong (deceased), Bei Dao, Mang Ke, Yan Li, Ma Desheng, Huang Rui, 

Yang Yiping, Ma Jiangang, Guan Wei, Zhao Baiwei, Zhu Haidong (deceased), Duoduo, Ma Jia, Fang Yu, Mr and 

Mrs. Hans Muller (Swiss Ambassador and art collector), Bernardo Bertolucci (an Italian director), Franco Giovale 

(producer), Ulrike Koch (now German director of documentary), Michael Murray (professor in the Department of 

Philosophy at Vassar University in the United States), Jochen Note, Diter Honeisch (curator of National Art Museum 

in Berlin, Germany), Maria, Paul Jean, Poly, Krause etc.. 

#p#副标题#e# 

The artists benefited a lot from foreign friends among whom Franco Giovale, a German overseas student at Peking 

University played principal role in exhibitions and activities. Under the influence of her mother, an artist, Franco 

Giovale had much interest in these avant-garde artists and forged bonds of deep friendship with them. Although they 

were still at the exploration stage, she was fascinated by their avant-garde stance and the spirit of pursuit. Giovale 

and those artists often gathered together for discussion of art, and she was moved by their hard life and arduous 

work. Therefore whenever friends from foreign countries came to Beijing, she always tried her best to let them come 

over and visit underground exhibitions[④]. She even accompanied in person then Mr. and Mrs. Swiss 

Ambassador[⑤], Bernardo Bertolucci, who was directing The Last Emperor in Beijing then, and other collectors to 

purchase their paintings. All proceeds were used as financial foundation for their further exploration in the course of 

art. More importantly, foreign friends[⑥] like Giovale, Maria, Paul Jean, Susan, Anna introduced a lot of blocked 
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western culture, having positive influence on the artistic career and production of artists. Later Giovale became 

producer and director of documentary. And in 1980, as vice director of The Last Emperor, she invited Zhang Wei to 

design posters for the movie. Although not adopted at last, the three posters (two drafts and a final version) designed 

twenty years ago became the historical witness of the valuable friendship. 

At the beginning of 1984 when Zhang Wei moved to 2-401 of Building No.5 in Beisantiao in Tuanjiehu, the abstract 

art salon moved to the new place. Then Zhu Jinshi often ridded a bike from Ganjiakou to Tuanjiehu to chat over tea 

with Zhang Wei till the next morning. The same year, Wang Luyan, Gu Dexin and Feng Guodong became the new 

members of the abstract painting group. Zhang Wei’s fifty-square meter two-bedroom apartment was constantly 

visited by guests and friends, including Susan, a female American abstract painter and He Mole, an American 

journalist of The New York Times and South China Morning Post. Due to limited space in Wang Luyan’s house, he, 

in the midnight, often took the bicycle path beside the road as his studio, where a large number of abstract 

ink-and-water paintings[⑦] were finished and later on taken to underground painting exhibitions in Zhang Wei’s 

home one after another. 

At the end of 1985, the famous Pop artist Robert Rauschenberg came to China from the USA, and held large-sized 

exhibitions in Beijing and Lhasa. In the exhibition hall, the screen kept playing the picture that Rauschenberg won 

prizes and undertook artistic creations in different countries, as well as of his representative works in different times. 

These information in company with his gigantic collages formed tremendous shocks and impacts on Chinese 

audience, which promoted the flourishing of Pop in Chinese art circle. Under the arrangement of American journalist 

He Mole, Zhang Wei, Zhu Jinshi, Ma Kelu, Wang Luyan, Qin Yufen, Gu Dexin and Feng Guodong held the 

“Seven-Person Exhibition” in He’s home in the diplomatic compound. The artists decorated it as an exhibition hall, 

hanging paintings on the wall and laying Gu Dexin’s sculptures on the table[⑧]. At that night, Rauschenberg refused 

the invitation of China Artists Association to visit China Central Academy of Fine Arts; instead he came to watch the 

exhibition. He arrived with seven or eight people, including his interpreter and assistant. His assistant quickly 

deployed the equipments for video and voice recording. After watching the works one by one, Rauschenberg deeply 

appreciated Wang Luyan’s prints. Then he encouraged the artists to get rid of the burden of tradition. He asked 

Zhang Wei whether Zhang had seen his exhibition. Zhang said he went to see it almost every day. Rauschenberg 

was very pleased. He alleged to take Zhang back to the USA, and let him tell Americans how much he loves his 

works. The words immediately aroused Zhang’s disgust. Zhang deliberately said the more he watched 

Rauschenberg’s works the more he disliked them, and he even doubted their value. Rauschenberg said that artists 

should not criticize artists. Suddenly, the conversation became tie-for-tat, and tensions were building up. At last, 

Rauschenberg was furiously angry. He said Zhang Wei was insulting him. His interpreter dared not interpret what 

Zhang said to him later[⑨]. Brought up in a closed environment, these young artists possessed completely different 

background and artistic ideas from that of Robert Rauschenberg who was from an open land. This significantly 

blocked mutual communication between them, and inevitably leading to disputes. Although, the conversation broke 

up in discord, it more or less affected the artists’ works in the long run. 

In 1985, the political atmosphere was gradually clear in Beijing. In May, Zhang Wei, Feng Guodong, Zhu Jinshi, Qin 

Yufen, Ma Kelu, Wang Luyan, Gu Dexin, Tang Pinggang, Yang Yiping and Ma Desheng organized an abstract art 

exhibition —“Ten-Person Graffiti Exhibition” in Chaoyang Theater, but it was closed by the authorities the day it 

opened. The failure hit the artists badly, and then many of them planned to go abroad. Subsequently, most of them 

left China through the help of foreign friends or their friends. Zhu Jinshi and Qin Yufen went to Germany in 1986, and 

Ma Kelu left for the USA after Zhao Gang. On December, 1986, Zhang Wei participated in the “Chinese Avant-garde 

Exhibition” which was held in the USA, and then he stayed there for 16 years. Wang Luyan, Gu Dexin and Chen 
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Shaoping who stay at home set up the “Xinkedu Group”, which became an important art group in the 85’s fine arts 

movement. 

As most of the artists went abroad one after another and the 85’s fine arts movement vigorously spread all over the 

country, the special form of “Apartment Art” —Family salon became the past that those artists repeatedly pondered 

in their memories. Today, we look back on the little-known history in order to sort out the avant-garde artistic salon 

before the 85’s fine arts movement—and how they could make artists maintain the avant-garde gesture under 

intense situation. 

[①] My Abstract Art by Zhang Wei, 2006. 

[②] My Abstract Art by Zhang Wei, 2006. 

[③] The Name List of Attendants on Xinwaidajie Exhibition, provided by Zhang Wei, unpublished. 

[④] Zhang Runjuan’s Telephone Interview with Giovale, Beijing-Switzerland on 28th Aug. 2008, unpublished. 

[⑤] The person, later on, donated all the abstract paintings by Zhang Wei, Ma Kelu, Zhao Gang and Tang Pinggang 

to Kunst Churs Museum in Switzerland. 

[⑥] Some of foreign friends were introduced by Zhao Gang, and some by Yan Li, Huang Rui and Ma Kelu. Please 

refer to My Abstract Art by Zhang Wei, 2006. 

[⑦] Zhang Wei’s Autobiography, Zhang Wei, Feb. 2008, unpublished. 

[⑧] Zhang Wei’s Autobiography, Zhang Wei, Feb. 2008, unpublished. 

[⑨] Zhang Ruijuan’s Interview with Zhang Wei, July 31st, 2008, unpublished. 
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